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Just to become what fast nigger for years,
I'm black to see niggers can't jump the speed
Ok, no one come to do... can never fuck with me
Cause when it comes to music, I am a monster, I am a
chief
And when they come to this rap shit, I am a monster, I
am a beast
Ok, no one come to do... can never fuck with me
Cause when it comes to music, I am a monster, I am a
chief
And when they come to this music, I am a monster, I
am a beast
Just to become what fast nigger for years,
I'm black to see niggers can't jump the speed
Ok, no one come to do... can never fuck with me
Cause when it comes to music, I am a monster, I am a
chief
And when they come to this rap shit, I am a monster, I
am a beast

People with negative energy can't interfere with this
I be from the outer limits another relative they hate'em
... when I put together they don't wanna do it I got them
out of the military
And they wanna push it the fight of my liver sis
I've been murdering them with the dagger like...
apocalyptic
And I can kick it whichever you wanna hear it... no
telling who I am killing
How would you fuck with a nigger will it look'em all?
With... ability the body... motherfuckers came...
anatomy
Whoever started you, trying to initiate, theoretically I'm
the... for the symphony
In other words, I'm a mortal, I can't do a portal and one
day
Go back and tell'em how the niggers hate on me
... affiliate
Hating the possible never I could of hold ya
In the... all my minimum is forever and ever
So nigger whatever you wanna do really really matter
to me, listen to me right now
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What happened nigger, when they pull the nigger
whole car?
Fuck all the thuggin on the internet, cause when I'm on
the internet
I'm on a higher internet, and I don't wanna put your
murder
Cause I know that it's possible you might die

Just to become what fast nigger for years,
I'm black to see niggers can't jump the speed
Ok, no one come to do... can never fuck with me
Cause when it comes to music, I am a monster, I am a
chief
And when they come to this rap shit, I am a monster, I
am a beast [x2]

Let them be telling the truth and come with the hard
shit
I don't wanna disappoint them so I gotta get the... kill
them
... like a gorilla who wanna be the metaphysical
I be no one...
Cause I'm feeling so bad when the fucking nigger
office in the...
... mortal when the proportion of the destruction is...
... I'll be a lyirical... I'm a disciple with a rifle,. John the
Baptist
My rap is a revelation of the genesis...
I'm a play you should follow me cause I'm infamist
And my flow is off the chain I be rapping of something
holly
Then I talk off your body, be cut up in pieces,. when
they found yo
You gotta give me the status I'll begin the legend,
And I'm a continue it one more... killing... everybody
filling
I'm a call it December I'm a symbol and I make
minimum like Eminem
I hit you with the automatic and see you in heaven
Come... motto,. wasn't a success, while you was in the
hospital
... ever get shot, I hope I get the minimal

Just to become what fast nigger for years,
I'm black to see niggers can't jump the speed
Ok, no one come to do... can never fuck with me
Cause when it comes to music, I am a monster, I am a
chief
And when they come to this rap shit, I am a monster, I
am a beast [x2]



Now there be no killing no twisted...
But most of the niggers just hate on me cause I feel
differently
... spoken words, killing my enemy [x2]
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